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 “Reduce/reuse/recycle only tells us what we should do— it doesn't tell us how to do it.” 
  —  Jonathan Larson, Elegant Technologies 

 
 “Consciously or not, the design of products and processes is the main determinant of  
 environmental impact.”    
  —  Edwin Datschefski, The Total Beauty of Sustainable Products 
 
Around the world, there is a growing awareness that Western lifestyle— particularly our 
American lifestyle with its emphasis on the conspicuous consumption of products and 
services and its connotations of cultural imperialism— is creating an environmental load that 
is simply not sustainable. Thus far, the industrial design profession has made only limited 
progress in addressing this problem from any perspective. While industrial designers often 
select the materials and manufacturing processes by which business makes its goods, they 
have thus far been unable to steer industry toward a more appropriate and sustainable 
direction. Although industrial designers are potentially in a position to influence both the 
general public (demand) and elite corporate decision makers (supply), they have yet to create 
a truly compelling ecology-based product that ignites the passions of either group.  
 
It is unlikely that any eco-driven change— at least a change of any magnitude— will come 
from a corporation. It is much more likely that such a change will come from the academy. 
Ecologically oriented changes will likely come from within collegiate industrial design 
programs— the place where design is taught, philosophies are shared, and ID students are 
cultivated to question the status quo. 
 
While it may be argued that designers do not have the knowledge needed to affect change at 
the top, the counterpoint is that designers are the ones who work at street level to conceive 
of and facilitate the arrival of new products. By arming today's students— tomorrow’s 
professional designers— with a new way of thinking about the next revolution in industry, 
we can better prepare them to clean up the mess left behind by those before. Even better, 
we can prepare them to utilize some of this waste as a new kind of raw material for future 
products and services.  
 
For the past seven years at CCA, we have undertaken numerous projects that have 
attempted to change how ID students think about problem solving, materials, resources and 
applications and to introduce them at an early stage to the practice of whole-systems 
thinking. Like ID students elsewhere, they are introduced to the current methods by which 
the professional world approaches environmental problems: design for disassembly (DFD), 
design for manufacture (DFM), life cycle analysis (LCA), and “green” materials. Perhaps like 
other ID educators, we have sought out examples of products successfully produced using 



these and other eco-aware guidelines such as the hybrid car, eco-friendly carpets, and 
solar/wind-up radios, but such successful products are few in number.  
 
Studying, listening to, and inviting to campus those who have put in place the current 
systems of practice and hence serve as tentative role models for a new generation of ID 
students— Paul Hawken, Amory Lovins, Janine Benyus, MBDC (McDonough/Braungart 
Design Chemistry), David Orr, Edwin Datschefski, Boris Bally, Gaetano Pesce, John Todd, 
Michael McDonough, among others— has shifted the way in which the new generations of 
designers will approach their profession. However, this is simply not enough.  
 
Each of the role models mentioned above offers a version of the new hybrid ID student we 
seek to create. Such an ID student/future practitioner would intertwine angst with 
optimism, and combine that with advanced knowledge, methods and new ways of looking at 
and thinking about design. This is really what is necessary to propel ID students into new 
directions addressing the greater issues of today. 
 
During the next few decades while the manufacturing world is reinventing itself, many of 
our landfills will close and new and exponentially more polluting methods of dealing with 
our waste will be invented. One viable solution is to teach the new designers how to look at 
this waste as more new raw materials to work with. Does all material need to be virgin? What 
are examples of new products from the old?  
 
Finding such successes in the product world is not easy. There are only a few notable 
examples that offer hope and the basis from which to start rethinking design.  
 
In 1996, CCA was the first to host Re(f)use, an exhibition of sustainably designed projects 
such as Philippe Starck’s Saba television, Deja Inc’s. Deja Shoes, and Frank Gehry’s Wiggle 
shelves and furniture. Students and faculty alike benefited from ongoing exposure to some 
of our profession’s first attempts at “sustainable” design, alternative material use, and low-
volume manufacturing. The exhibition, sponsored by the Arango Foundation, has been so 
wildly popular that it is still touring in Europe! 
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From Edwin Datschefski’s book The Total Beauty of Sustainable Products: 1. Soltac Cooksack Inflatable Solar Cooker; 2. 
Remarkable Recycled Pen (Outside is made from 100 percent paper); 3. Deep E Co. Recycled Shoes (Hemp Uppers—  
tough fabric made of natural fives that is extremely breathable and soft, requiring almost no break in. Lining— made from 
recycled plastic soda bottles, this soft and absorbent lining wicks away moisture. Outsole— Durable recycled rubber from 
factory waste and old tires. 
From the Arango Foundation Re(f)use exhibit: 4. Saba television (Jim Nature is made from high density wood and plastic) 
designed by Phillipe Starck; 5. Mr. Wiggle furniture (corrugated cardboard) designed by Frank Gehry; from our annual 
lecture series (example of speakers work): 6. Bowls designed and fabricated by Boris Bally (from discarded road signs). 
 
This exhibition inspired a 1997 charrette, a three-day, department-wide, all-consuming 
project that focused on projects created from refuse materials in extreme overabundance in 
late-20th-century American culture. These were artifacts that were designed with great care 
and attention to detail, but that were made to be thrown away without a second thought. 
White plastic grocery bags, dead batteries, yogurt containers, newspapers, junk mail, cassette 
tapes, soda and beer cans were among the “materials” offered to students. Students were 
assembled into teams of three and given the task of creating something of value to enhance 
their studio workspace, using up to three refuse materials as their raw materials. Their 
mission was to use their ID skills to transform the familiar and mundane into something of 
surprise and beauty. The final results exceeded both faculty and student expectations.  
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7. Plant hanger made from discarded vinyl records and a glass bottle. 
8. Hammock woven of plastic grocery bags, suspended with bicycle inner tubes. 
9. Hanging storage for pens and paper woven from direct mail or magazines. 



 
Follow-up faculty conversations centered on the idea of “doing more with less” and 
incorporating the ideas of transformation and “remanufacture” into the ID department's 
studio curriculum. 
 
The second CCA exploration took place in 1999 with an interdepartmental Digital Bamboo 
charrette led by the husband-and-wife team of architect/designer Michael McDonough and 
chef/author Corinne Trang. We brought together industrial design, architecture, and interior 
design students for an experimental studio designed to promote the use of bamboo as an 
engineered, high-technology material. Compared to other current materials, bamboo is a 
virtual environmental panacea: it is fast growing, extremely strong, and structurally stable; it 
superoxygenates the atmosphere, arrests soil erosion, cleans environmentally degraded sites, 
and acts as a rainforest lumber alternative; it offers seemingly unlimited potential for product 
types as diverse as furniture, playground equipment, biocomposites, and paneling such as 
particleboard and plywood.  

 
McDonough proposed a scenario whereby a series of disasters had struck the West Coast in 
such a way that the Bay Area climate was more like Pacific Mexico combined with Death 
Valley; hot and lush instead of cool and gray. Interdisciplinary groups of five to six students 
were asked to use the new crop of bamboo— it now being the predominant plant to grow in 
the area— to develop ideas that could be mass-produced and distributed regionally, 
nationally, or even internationally. Under McDonough’s urging, the student teams searched 
for ideas that would create the new economy for the Bay Area of the future to survive on. 
Faculty from all departments worked together to get bamboo donated from local farms and 
suppliers. The ID model shop was equipped with specialized bamboo cutting and forming 

tools. At the end of three days, the 20 plus projects 
were more than what was expected. One of the 
solutions (at left) incorporated bamboo into the 
structure of a personal transport device that would 
not only replace cars, but would offer the 
psychological liberation of flight while contributing 
to air-quality improvement at the same time 
(concept, nonfunctional). Other solutions included 
the Starbucks tea packaging concept and the 
bamboo living structures concept, among many 
others.  
 

10. Personal transport; student: Geoffrey Petrizzi, photo: Douglas Sandberg. 
 
The digital bamboo charrette convinced the ID faculty that a more protracted engagement 
with the subject matter was needed in order to integrate sustainability into other projects in 
the classroom. From this rethinking grew a series of studio-based projects within the ID 
program. These approximately four-week projects have run several times since the last 
charrette. We believe that the lessons from these classroom experiences are valuable enough 



to share with other ID educators, particularly those interested in similar environmental, 
material, and cultural issues.  
 
The first of the integrated projects— Trash to Cash—  was run collaboratively between ID 
studios at CCA and Western Washington University (Note: WWU ID chair Arunas Oslapas 
was the originator of this project and he has run it on his own a number of times). The 2002 
collaboration between CCA and WWU brought a new level of thinking to the project, and 
the results garnered honors from the Design Resource Awards Competition as well as 
publication in ReadyMade magazine, thereby further promoting the viability of this approach 
to teaching industrial design.  
 
Students from each institution were paired up to work as teams on the materials research 
and a Web site was developed that allowed them to share this information along with their 
first ideas in the conceptualization phase. This ability to share ideas about materials and 
applications proved useful, especially due to the different nature of the manufacturing 
specializations in the different regions. The process was one of having students focus on 
waste materials and what one could reasonably do with them. How could manipulation of 
waste materials and the idea of mass manufacturing work together?  
 
Common questions typically focused on the difference between manufacturing and hand-
made processes. Students learned, for example, about the differences between making a 
single prototype and making objects in small batches, since each project required the 
students to produce three as-nearly-identical-as-possible objects. 
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11. Doorknobs made from reclaimed acrylic scrap by Tyson Atwell. 
12. Golf tee made from waste coffee grounds, lime, and gelatin by Tisak Ongwattanakul. 
13. TwistyB modular nesting reusable grocery bags made from burlap coffee bags by Evelyne Chaubert. 
 
Subsequent sessions of this project have provided new insights into approaching the subject 
matter. The most recent project, for example, delved deeper into the differences between 
manufactured waste and postconsumer waste. Students were required to visit at least ten 
sites and to document (with a sample collection) the materials discovered, the quantities in 
which the materials were available, and the cost to purchase the materials (if any). This 



information was then posted (samples plus a description by each one) on a community wall 
for all to use as a resource and inspiration. 
 

14. Materials samples from site research. 
 
The following are some of the materials and source industries 
that were found during the research phase: 
— Manufacturing waste: gasket manufacturers; metal 
fabrication sites; clothing industry; cardboard tube 
manufacturers; electronics industry; box and packaging 
manufacturers; food industry; scientific glass industry; plastic 
industry; and so forth. 
— Postconsumer waste: cafés (coffee grounds and chaff); cars 
(tires); bikes (inner tubes); grocery stores (paper bags, plastic 
bags); lumber yards (metal strapping); unsolicited AOL CDs 
and CD packaging; retail industry (store bags and ad posters); 
corporate waste (shipping packaging, plastic soda bottles). 

 
 
The students were also encouraged to spend time researching in the 
Materials Library on the CCA campus. This library, while similar in 
spirit to the commercial business Material Connexion, is surprisingly 
one of the few academically based materials libraries to exist at any 
design school, college, or university. This library (first opened in 
2002) contains 1200 different materials used in the design and 
architectural industry and has two hundred plus materials that have 
been identified as materials manufactured from post consumer waste 
and manufacturing waste. 
 

 15. The new Materials Resource Library at CCA. 
 
Many ID students strive to innovate no matter what it is that they are doing, and even on the 
materials front, they want to develop something heretofore unknown. On the pedagogical 
side, we want to teach them when it is appropriate to innovate.  
 
This has been true on the Trash to Cash projects also. Many started off by becoming “junior 
chemists,” trying to manipulate the basic chemical make-up or state of their material(s); this 
is where a materials scientist would have been a great asset to the project. Some examples of 
raw materials that were experimented with (and the results): 
 
– Carrot pulp from Jamba Juice was dried, ground into a powder, and was then ready to 
combine with any sort of binder to form a new material to work with. 
 
– Coffee grounds, ground to a powder and mixed with resins or gelatin made a new type of 
lumber or molding material. 



– Plastics and metals reground and combined with resins to make a new moldable material 
or melted (plastic) to form new types of materials (with lots of toxic fumes expelled in the 
process). 
 
The problem with most of these solutions is a simple one: while the students inventively 
created a new material, it has more toxicity than it did before and was most likely neither 
recyclable nor biodegradable. In addition, working with organic materials like carrot pulp and 
coffee grounds introduced problems of moisture and mold. The students learned quickly 
that this was the harder of the two paths to follow— they experienced first-hand the 
complexity that lies beneath the surface of many materials. They soon moved on to trying to 
manipulate the material in a way conducive to its inherent properties:  
– Rubber from tires is flexible and strong. 
– Burlap from coffee roasting bags is easily biodegradable, but has very good strength 
characteristics. 
– Acrylic is strong, bonds well together, and comes in lots of colors. 
– Scientific glass comes in lots of shapes and sizes, is strong, and is fairly easy to manipulate. 
– Advertising posters from retail stores are large, strong, and can be easily obtained in large 
quantities for absolutely no cost. 
 
The students invested an extended period of time working with the materials to understand 

their inherent 
properties. Typically, 
the students were 
then able to develop 
appropriate concepts 
given the specifics of 
their selected 
materials. One of the 
most satisfying 
results was that the 
solutions were often 
more appropriate 
than the original 
product.  
 
The following are 
projects from the 
most recent running 
of this project:  

 
16. Wortel Wall (Clark Scheffy): An O-shaped building block of burlap, soil, and seed that works as a modular landscaping 
element, yet in time changes and blends into the landscape. 
 
 
 



17. CD Material (Adam 
Reineck): A new material 
made by sanding and 
bonding CDs together in 
¾-inch stacks that are easily 
machined, sanded, and cut. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
18. Holiday decorations (Derf 
Lewis): retail bags (Macy’s, 
Nordstrom, the Gap) were turned 
back into paper pulp and molded 
into tree ornaments that could be 
customized (with paint) by the 
consumer. 
 
  
  
Each of these products 
was thoroughly 
developed to a prototype 
level of completion. Each 
student was required to 
offer a simple life-cycle 
analysis of the product, 
starting from when the 
material was collected (after its first life was complete) to the moment it first sat on a retail 
shelf. The overall results demonstrated an important principle: though an idea might seem 
worthy, the time and effort to source and produce the product (by hand or even by machine) 
is often too costly to justify.  
 
The $2,480 chandelier made from CDs, for example, was not viable and in no way could its 
aesthetic qualities or its cost reduction in mass manufacturing justify its existence beyond the 
original prototype. By contrast, further research showed that a market existed for the Wortel 
Wall prototype and this student is already on his way to taking this newfound design 
approach to a more real level. Market research at nurseries and garden shops provided vital 
information to the student for developing the concept into a saleable product and currently 
the student is trying to decide whether the market is more viable if he sells the product 
through established retailers or markets and distributes the product himself. 



 
In our experience, students typically approached the Trash to Cash project with a mixture of 
trepidation and excitement. This is because they were purposefully not told what type of 
product to design, or what product area to work within. Instead of being given a set of 
materials to work with, they were given a set of guidelines that they must design towards: 
1. The recyclable or sustainable material(s) proposed must constitute the majority (if not all) 
of the total material content of the project; 100% would be ideal 
2. The material must be readily available, or lend itself to the creation of a hybrid material 
3. The material must be either post-consumer waste or manufacturing waste. Scrap materials 
found at salvage yards and dumps are not eligible for use as they are often one-off materials 
4. The end result should be a series of three identical products with a cost analysis of the 
“hand-made” production vs. a more automated production process. 
 
In this project, students were asked to use their nascent design skills and latent curiosity to 
develop ways of using materials that otherwise would have gone into landfills— or worse 
yet— into rivers, lakes, oceans, or the atmosphere. Quite frankly, there were many failures 
along the way and many results were not feasible. What is important is that the students 
learned that it is not always necessary to accept what has been done before— they can (and 
should!) blaze new trails in design even as they use or re-use materials that society has used 
once and forsaken. 
 
These lessons are still provisional at this juncture. They point the way not simply toward a 
better eco-based class or studio for ID students, but toward a more radical and holistic 
revision of the entire approach to ID education. As we see it, the new goal for ID educators 
has to be the infusion (and integration!) of this spirit of ecological appropriateness into each 
and every class, studio and project that their department offers. Let us think not just in terms 
of reduce, reuse, recycle, but in the more daring terms of rethink, redesign, and rebuild! 
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